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Homework

Problem 1.
How many ways are there to split 200 passengers into 3 train carts?
Problem 2.
Let ABCD be a trapezoid with bases AD and BC such that BC < AD. Let T be the
intersection of lines AB and CD. Let O be the intersection of diagonals of ABCD. Show
that T A · BO = T B · OD.
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Reading

Solution 1 (H3.1).
How many ways are there to arrange 2 green, 2 red and 2 blue balls in a row so that not
two balls of the same color are adjacent to each other?
Proof. We have 3 choices to pick the color of the first ball, and 2 choices to pick the color
of the second one since it cannot be the same color as the first one. That is 6 choices in
total, and if we remember this factor of 6 we can assume that the first ball is blue and the
second one is red. Now the third ball can be either green or blue. If it is green, we have
one ball of each color left for the last 3 spots. Then the 4th ball can be blue or red – 2
choices, and the remaining red and green balls can be arranged in any of the two possible
ways in the last two spots. Therefore if the third ball is green we have 4 possibilities for
the configuration of the last 3 balls. Now suppose the third ball is blue. Then we have to
fit two green balls in the last three, and to make sure they are not adjacent they have to
be in positions 4 and 6. Then the 5th ball must be red, and we only get one way. Thus
there are 5 total ways to configure the last 4 balls, and the total number of possibilities
is 6 · 5 = 30.
Solution 2 (H3.2).
Let T be a point inside a circle, and A, B, C, D be points on the circle such that lines AB
and CD intersect at T . Show that AT · T B = CT · T D.
Proof. Since ACBD is a cyclic quadrilateral, we know that 6 ACD = 6 ABD. Similarly
6 CAB = 6 CDB, and thus 4AT C ∼ 4DT B. Therefore
AT
TC
=
TD
TB
which implies T A · T B = T C · T D.
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